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Dear Reader,
The theme of Forgiveness in this issue is prompted by the recent death of Nelson
Mandela and the outpouring of tributes to him. But the importance of forgiveness stands
on its own. As Hannah Arendt’s excerpt below indicates, forgiveness has a profound
philosophical significance that has seldom been explored. Arendt, who was a secular Jew,
surprised many people by attributing the origin of forgiveness to Jesus of Nazareth.
Obviously, people had forgiven other people before Jesus’ teaching and example.
However, Jesus made it a central theme that changed the course of history.
The outpouring of praise for Mandela at the time of his death was a wonderful
phenomenon. However, one does not have to be a cynic to be somewhat suspicious of the
seeming universality of the praise for what he accomplished in his life. During his life
there were plenty of critics in South Africa and beyond. Some people criticized him
because he had taken up arms against the government in the 1960s; such action today
would no doubt get him labeled as a terrorist. There were other critics who opposed his
attitude of forgiveness and reconciliation after he was freed from prison.
Many people thought that surely under the cloak of forgiveness Mandela must have been
harboring a seething anger at the people who kept him locked up for twenty-seven years.
To most of us, it is incomprehensible that a person could undergo the punishment he
received and emerge with an attitude of forgiveness. Bill Clinton recounted a
conversation he had with Mandela in which Clinton asked him why he had invited his
jailer to his inauguration and brought white opposition parties into his government.
“Tell me the truth,” Clinton said to him, “when you were walking down that road, didn’t
you hate them,”? Mandela answered: “I did. I am old enough to tell the truth. I felt
hatred and fear but I said to myself, if you hate them when you get in that car you will
still be their prisoner. I wanted to be free and so I let go.”
Mandela’s answer contains one of the keys to the understanding of forgiveness. It always
emerges from an interior struggle in which there are understandable reasons why one
would not forgive. The person who forgives needs to work through this mixture of
feelings before saying to someone, I forgive you. The words might come before the
person’s whole interior life is on board to let go of the hatred. The person who tries to
forgive prematurely only drives the hatred deep down into the soul. Eventually, the
buried hatred eats away at the person who has voiced forgiveness but did not yet have the
largeness of soul to embrace an interior reconciliation.
Children should not be forced to say “I am sorry” or “I forgive you” when clearly they
are not ready to be sorry or forgiving. Instead, they could use the example of adults who
grasp what is at stake when forgiveness is needed, that is, the healing of both the one who
is forgiven and one who forgives.
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AN ATTITUDE TO THE PAST THAT CHANGES THE FUTURE
By Gabriel Moran
The wonderful movie Philomena tells an engaging, true story that comes to an
emotionally wrenching final scene. Philomena has spent fifty years wondering what
happened to her son, Anthony, who was taken from her in an Irish convent and given to a
rich couple from the United States. The movie had painted a picture of an odd couple: a
pious old woman who gets the help of a secular journalist who agrees to help her because
he is in desperate need of a good story to sell. Along the route of their journey to the
United States and back to Ireland they develop a wary respect for each other.
The journalist cannot understand how and why the woman remains a faithful Catholic.
The movie script seems to be on his side in seeing this little, old lady as naïve and easily
manipulated by the Catholic Church. He has some choice things to say about Catholics
which draw laughter or murmurs of approval from movie audiences. (The fact that
Philomena is played by Judy Dench makes it difficult to believe that there isn’t more
depth to her than is indicated by her naïve behavior). The journalist is skilled and lucky in
tracking what happened to Anthony but the exhilaration of discovering the trail of his life
is quickly replaced by sorrow when they find that he has died.
There is a striking scene in which they find out that he was gay. As this knowledge
begins to surface, Philomena appears not to be listening to what is said. The audience’s
assumption is that she is refusing to admit a reality that would be too shocking for her to
grasp. Then suddenly she says that she is not surprised that he was gay; she suspected it
when he was an infant. She readily embraces the man who had been her son’s lover
although she is disappointed to learn that her son apparently had had no interest in his
Irish background. But what eventually surfaces is that when he was sick he went back to
Ireland and was buried in the cemetery of the convent where he was born.
The stage is thus set for Philomena and her partner to confront the nuns who through the
years had maintained that they had no record of what had happened to her son. There is
one old and crippled nun who was there fifty years ago and has refused to speak to them.
The journalist barges in on her and lets loose a furious stream of curses at the woman and
her religious hypocrisy. In return she is not the least apologetic and lays all the blame on
the promiscuous young women that the nuns had only tried to help. Her attitude
understandably makes him even angrier. The movie audience cannot but feel that she is
getting what she deserves and that every name he calls her is justified.
At that point Philomena catches up with him and confronts this woman whose lies have
caused her fifty years of grief. And even at that moment the old nun keeps denouncing
Philomena for having been an irresponsible young woman who was the cause of her own
problems. At that point Philomena says “I forgive you.” Her journalist friend is shocked
and says “it is easy for you to say that.” To which she answers, “No, it is not.” Some in
the audience probably continue to feel that she is a simpleton who is easily manipulated
by her religious belief. But it is difficult to hold on to that simple picture when what is
evident at the end of the movie is that she is finally at peace while he is still twisted by
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anger and hatred of the nuns. At the least, one is forced to consider whether there is
wisdom underneath the simple formulas and pious rituals that structure her life. The
journalist’s reaction was entirely understandable and the old nun is a study in hypocrisy.
But the key to Philomena’s life and her own peace of mind was the power to forgive.
Forgiveness is indeed a power, one of the most powerful forces in the world. As Arendt’s
essay below brings out, it is one of the few activities that can effectively change the
future of the world. At the same time it is a philosophical idea that has been of almost no
interest to philosophers. Arendt was the exception although the brief excerpt from her
great book, The Human Condition, is almost the whole of what she said on the subject.
When forgiveness appears, it is a near miracle, impossible to predict or understand. I do
not refer to the forgiveness that is a response to someone’s apology and contrition. In that
case, forgiveness is – relatively – easy. The test of genuine forgiveness is when a person
is not apologetic and contrite, but continues to manifest hatred and self-delusion. Our first
reaction to forgiveness in that situation is likely to be what the journalist’s was in the
movie: “What are you, crazy? This person does not deserve to be forgiven. You are just
being deceived by your feelings and not seeing what justice demands.” And there is a
possibility that the forgiveness is premature and will not change things. But the forgiving
party may recognize that at some point an act of forgiveness is the only power on earth
that can free both the offending party and the party who has been offended.
Forgiveness is an activity that is needed within families, between friends or colleagues,
within nations, and between nations. There are very few families in which longstanding
feuds or slights do not exist in the relations between parent and child or between siblings
or with other relatives. It is often difficult even to get the problem out in the open.
Ideally, there is an apology that is answered with forgiveness but often it is not clear who
is the one that is at fault. If the parties cannot agree on who is at fault, then the healing
may have to start with forgiveness rather than apology.
At the risk of stereotyping I would suggest that there are differences among groups when
forgiveness is the issue. Women are more ready to forgive than men; blacks are more
likely than whites, the poor are more likely than the rich, and Christians are more likely
than Jews to be ready to forgive. This last contrast deserves further comment because it is
often an unacknowledged difference in Jewish-Christian conversations. Christians may
secretly judge Jews of being hard-hearted and lacking compassion. Jews may find
Christians too quick to express forgiveness before there is a righting of wrongs. The
difference goes back centuries and each side has valid concerns. Christians ought to take
seriously the Jewish resistance to quick forgiveness. In South Africa there were attempts
at reconciliation by church ministers in the 1980s that were premature and did not work
out. One might even argue that Mandela moved too quickly with forgiveness, leaving in
place the terrible economic inequality that still dominates the country.
Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice has always rankled Jews because of the stereotype of
the Jew that Shakespeare had absorbed and portrayed. But what the play says of mercy
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and forgiveness has a validity apart from the context of the Jewish stereotype. In high
school, I memorized the play’s most famous passage but I had no idea of its profundity:
“The quality of mercy is not strained.
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blessed:
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes.
‘Tis mightiest in the mighty. It becomes
The thronèth Monarch better than his crown….
Mercy is above this sceptered sway.
It is enthroned in the hearts of kings.
It is an attribute to God himself.
And earthly power doth then show likest God’s
When mercy seasons justice.
In this description, Shakespeare may have had in mind Machiavelli’s Prince. Machiavelli
has been the mainstay of United States policies called “realistic.” Machiavelli’s advice to
the leader is: “It may be said of men in general that they are ungrateful, voluble
dissemblers, anxious to avoid danger, and covetous of gain….and men have less scruple
in offending one who makes himself loved than one who makes himself feared; for love’s
obligations are broken whenever it serves men’s purpose; but fear is maintained by a
dread of punishment which never fails.” The assumption is that people and nations have a
choice between trying to be loved or simply being feared.
It cannot be denied that people are sometimes ungrateful and covetous. But to announce
that selfishness is the only motive for people’s actions flies in the face of history and
experience. Political experts dismiss forgiveness as naïve or fraudulent. They prefer
reliance on the domination of others as the only way to succeed. Warfare has been the
consistent result of nations trying to have more firepower than their neighbors.
One category that dominates economics and politics is the term “self-interest.” Most
people – including economists and politicians – would probably be surprised to know that
the term was invented in the seventeenth century. It was a vain attempt to give economics
and social science a unit of measurement that would produce the same kind of precision
that had recently been attained by the mathematical sciences. The crude version of
“economic man” who acts only to amass more wealth has not held up well in recent
decades but the term self-interest shows no signs of disappearing. The first principle of
international relations is still “nations act only out of self-interest.”
The concept of self-interest is intellectually confused and is a practical obstacle to
recognizing any experience that does not fit “realism.” As an explanation of personal
activity, self-interest fails to take account of the complexity generated by the tension of
various desires that a human being has. At the national and international level, the
reduction of everything to “national self-interest” makes dialogue impossible about what
are the many interests a nation and its people have. And what are interests shared with
other nations. What, for example, are the interests that Iran and the United States share?
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Interactions between nations are always shadowed by the slights, offenses and attacks
that one nation has delivered to another. Sometimes the past offenses of one nation may
seem exaggerated to the other nation. There is no impartial judge to set up a measurement
for what should be put aside as trivial and what needs to be confronted by both parties.
The saying “forgive and forget” misstates the case. One must remember to forgive;
forgetting does not work. The judge in a court does not say “forget the last comment” but
“disregard the last comment.” Nations have to learn to disregard. Remembering terrible
things from the past has the danger of perpetuating an attitude of revenge. The war
memorials in Washington, D.C., with the possible exception of the Vietnam memorial,
are part of Washington’s preparation for the next war. Only memorials of forgiveness
break the cycle of vengeance for vengeance.
Most nations have long memories. A European writer once defined a nation as a group of
people with a false idea of their origin and a hatred of their neighbor. The United States
has the problem of burying its past in a mythical view of itself. The United States thus
finds it difficult to understand why Iranians are still angry for what the U.S. did in 1954
or why Cubans distrust the United States for what it did in 1898. Furthermore, the United
States government and its people are oblivious to the forgiveness that has been
generously accorded to the United States for wrongs done to those countries.
I have sometimes asked Koreans: Why don’t you hate us for what we have done to your
country throughout the twentieth century and for the unstable situation which still exists.
The only thing the U.S. news media know about Korea is that a crazy guy in the North is
a threat to us. Koreans had been fighting for their freedom since the 1930s when in 1945
the U. S. Secretary of State drew an arbitrary line across the thirty-eighth parallel and
paid off the Soviet Union for jumping into the Pacific war in its last days. The Soviets
were given the north; the United States took the south. Korea was part of the U.S. plan to
rebuild Japan. When the United States in early 1950 publicly said that the south of Korea
was not in its perimeter of defense, the north took that as a signal to invade the south
because it feared the combination of Japanese and U.S. power in the region. McArthur
immediately ordered the firebombing of every city in the north and so began a war which
has never finished. Most U.S. people have no clue as to what that war was about or even
that there was a war. U.S. government officials showed their amnesia in that they
repeated every mistake in Korea when they intervened in a civil war in Vietnam.
Japan and the United States managed to reach a mutual forgiveness after World War II.
The chances of U.S. and Japanese reconciliation seemed unlikely at the end of the war.
Each nation, of course, thought that the other had committed the worse atrocities. Japan’s
war crimes were given thorough coverage but FDR’s prediction that December 7th would
live in infamy fortunately proved inaccurate. The United States’ firebombing of sixtythree Japanese cities culminating in Hiroshima and Nagasaki had as its aim to burn to
death as many people as possible. All wars are immoral but some activities within war
are still horrific. The United States and Japan cannot undo the horrors of the war and
most of their citizens now alive are not responsible for those horrors. But today Japanese
and U.S. people should be grateful that their countries found a way to mutual forgiveness.
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FORGIVENESS
By Hannah Arendt
The discoverer of the role of forgiveness in the realm of human affairs was Jesus of
Nazareth. The fact that he made this discovery in a religious context and articulated it in
religious language is no reason to take it any less seriously in a strictly secular sense. It
has been in the nature of our tradition of political thought to be highly selective and to
exclude from articulate conceptualization a great variety of authentic political
experiences. Certain aspects of the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth which are not primarily
related to the Christian religious message but sprang from experiences in the small and
closely knit community of his followers, bent on challenging the public authorities in
Israel, certainly belong among them, even though they have been neglected because of
their allegedly exclusive religious nature.
It is decisive in our context that Jesus maintains against the “scribes and Pharisees” first
that it is not true that only God has the power to forgive, and second, that this power does
not derive from God but, on the contrary, must be mobilized by men toward each other
before they can hope to be forgiven by God also. Jesus’ formulation is even more radical.
Man in the gospel is not supposed to forgive because God forgives and he must do
“likewise,” but “if ye from your hearts forgive,” God shall do “likewise.”
Trespassing is an everyday occurrence which is in the very nature of action’s constant
establishment of new relationships within a web of relations, and it needs forgiving in
order to make it possible for life to go on by constantly releasing men and women from
what they have done unknowingly. Only through this constant mutual release from what
they do can men and women remain free agents, only by constant willingness to change
their minds and start again can they be trusted with so great a power as that to begin
something new.
In this respect, forgiveness is the exact opposite of vengeance, which acts in the form of
re-acting against an original trespassing, whereby far from putting an end to the
consequences of the first misdeed, everybody remains bound to the process, permitting
the chain reaction contained in every action to take its unhindered course. In contrast to
revenge, which is the natural, automatic reaction to transgressing, and which because of
the irreversibility of the action process can be expected and even calculated, the act of
forgiving can never be predicted; it is the only reaction that acts in an unexpected way
and thus retains, though being a reaction, something of the original character of action.
Forgiving, in other words, is the only reaction which does not merely re-act but acts anew
and unexpectedly, unconditioned by the act that provoked it and therefore freeing from its
consequences both the one who forgives and the one who is forgiven. The freedom
contained in Jesus’ teachings of forgiveness is the freedom from vengeance, which
encloses both doer and sufferer in the relentless automatism of the action process, which
by itself never need to come to an end.
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VENGEANCE AND FORGIVENESS
By Martha Minow
When horrible events occur, it is a mistake to think we are going to wrap it all up, we are
going to have a trial, and everyone can go on with their lives, we are going to have
reparations and then we don’t want to talk about it anymore. Those are abominations
when you think about the destruction of the lives and life chances for people we are
talking about, when we talk about what went on in Rwanda or when we talk about what
went on in South Africa.
Nothing is adequate after your son has been killed by a police order to shoot into a crowd
of children; after your brother was taken from his home, interrogated and never seen
again; after your sister has been taken into police custody and raped; after whole people
have had their lives destroyed.
Nothing is adequate. And nonetheless, inaction is worse. Lawrence Langer, a scholar of
the Holocaust, said “the logic of the law will never make sense of the illogic of genocide”
The question is then what? So you do nothing? No, that’s not acceptable. But I think it is
important to keep in mind that there will be no closure, there will be no full ending to
these issues for anybody who is touched by them
Vengeance has a lot to recommend it. Vengeance is the wellspring of the central idea of
human equality. That is, if you feel you have been wronged, and you want the other
person who did wrong to suffer, it’s because you think they are no better than you.
Vengeance is the crucial kernel of the insight in justice that says “everybody is a
dignified human being and deserves not to be put down or destroyed by anyone else.”
The problem is that vengeance does not have an end point. Once ignited it can lead to
conflagration. It can unleash responses way beyond proportion, and even if we were to
talk about proportion, what does proportionality mean when the crimes involved were
torture and mass killing. There is no sensible, humane way to talk about a proportional
response when that is the underlying harm.
More fundamentally, though, the problem with vengeance is the risk of the victim in
acting on the desire for revenge becoming the thing that he or she hates. Adam Mishnik,
the famous Polish solidarity activist, was involved in discussions about whether there
should be “lestration” – removing from government office and benefits anyone who had
been involved in the communist regime. He opposed it, which surprised a lot of people,
given his prior position. This is what he said: “The logic of revenge is implacable. First,
there is a purge of yesterday’s adversaries, the partisans of the old regime. Then comes
the purge of yesterday’s oppositionists, who now oppose the idea of revenge. And finally
there is the purge of those who defend them.”
I think there’s an important insight here. There are no boundaries once you start the
revenge activity; there’s no appeasement, there’s never satisfaction, because there is
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always a new wrong that can be identified. So vengeance is admirable in a small dose,
but it is precisely the incapacity of keeping it small that makes vengeance the alternative
we have to avoid.
On the other side there could be forgetting and denial, but I think the real opposite is
forgiveness. Here the response of the victim is to acknowledge what happened and say “I
forgive you.” I think there is something extraordinary about forgiveness. If you have ever
been forgiven for something you did wrong, I think you know what I mean. The problem
is that it is so often unachievable, and it is also, by definition, something that cannot be
ordered. What forgiveness requires is the voluntary action of the victim to bestow the gift
of forgiveness on the wrongdoer. If it is ordered you have lost the whole idea.
Forgiveness means renouncing resentment. It means welcoming the other into the circle
of humanity. It means recreating a connection that was severed by the wrong; it can only
be done by a voluntary act of the victim. If it is done by others in the name of the victim,
it is not forgiveness, and it can actually mark a new level of assault and victimization of
the victim. It is to take away from the victim the one thing that the victim has.
If forgiveness is done in the name of the government, for example, by pardons or
appeasement, it preempts, it expects the survivors to forgive or let go, it puts another
burden on them or it arrogates to the government something that is a unique power of the
victim. So while I admire Archbishop Desmond Tutu’s ability to forgive, it is wrong to
expect, to require, to command other people to forgive. Certainly in the context of torture
and murder.
As admirable as was the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa I think
forgiveness is too much to ask of a lot of people. But there is something that the Truth
Commission seems to have enabled for a lot of people, short of forgiveness and far from
revenge. It is illustrated beautifully by a woman named Cynthia Ngewu, who is the
mother of one of the people known as the Guguletu Seven, where the police blew up a
bus because they believed that there were seven people on the bus who were planning
some anti-apartheid activity. They did not stop the bus, they did not arrest them, they
simply blew up the bus. The mother of one of these young men said: “This thing called
reconciliation…if I’m understanding it correctly…If it means this perpetrator, this man
who killed my son, if he becomes human again, this man, so that I, so that all of us get
our humanity back, then I agree, then I support it all.”
Not everybody can respond or be expected to respond with that view. But that quotation
represents what is the best of the Truth Commission. Which is to say, we are looking at
the future – a future where everybody’s humanity is acknowledged. The victims have the
power to grant that humanity to the perpetrators.
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